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Abstract—This paper combines the design of the intrusion detection system based on host and based on network. According to various intrusion detection technology, the paper focus on the mechanism of integration, cooperation, selective of intrusion detection system, so as to achieve the optimization method is introduced to intrusion detection system, put forward a kind of intrusion detection system based on a variety of detection methods and technology, and establish the overall structure of integration, cooperative, selective, so as to achieve the system optimization, and make the network system security really get better effect.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of computer network, protection of network information from various attack becomes more and more important. But because the computer network has form of diversity, uneven distribution of the terminal characteristics and network openness, system interconnection, resulting that the computer network is vulnerable to hackers, malicious software and other misconduct attack, network security has increasingly become the key factor restricting the development of the network. With the improvement and development of technology of network security, network security, from the point of view of stereoscopic depth, multi-level defense point, the intrusion detection system and technology is great importance, but because of the intrusion detection technology is not mature enough, and be in the stage of development. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out in-depth comprehensive research on the intrusion detection technology.

Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is an important part of information security architecture, which is a necessary supplement to the firewall, is a kind of active security technology, according to the number of key points to collect information of computer network or computer system and its analysis, monitor the host system or a user activities on the network, find out if there is a breach of security strategy of network or system and the possible intrusion behaviors. Intrusion detection system divided into two types based on host and network accordance with the data source, intrusion detection analysis technology is mainly divided into anomaly detection and misuse intrusion detection.

II. THE DESIGN OF SYSTEM FRAMEWORK

According to the system work and complete tasks in different stages, different system logic is divided into several modules such as shown in Figure 1 below. The system framework is designed training phase and the testing phase, the system analyze training data in the training phase, get the pattern rules, stored in a database (SQL), using the model library test and analyze real-time network data in capture detection stage, results will be presented to the system response module for further processing. The work implement by Control center module scheduling by unified interface.

Fig.1 The structure of the network intrusion detection system

(1) Control center

The center is the core of the system model, the control logic of the system is generated by the module. In order to improve the system efficiency, but also upgrades and maintenance for future, the function of the logical system used separate by the control center work, make a general allocation and scheduling. This module defines the general function control interface process, at the same time defined in charge of control function between other internal modules and module work normally. All system functions are from the module defined several categories: data capture class, data preprocessing class, data analysis and response action class. It is realized mainly through the visual system management interface and management of these classes.

(2) Data capture

The detection stage work in data capture system. The logic includes network data packet capturing thread and host system call capture thread. Network packet capture thread takes network data as data source, program introduced Libpcap development package, to achieve real-time capture of network data flows through the network card packet, and packet type according to the captured data, initial
(3) Data storage
Storage system recorded events detects by the system, in order to facilitate the subsequent analysis. Special storage system construction can improve the reaction rate, but it is a very expensive thing. So we choose the existing database systems to build storage system. The existing database systems support SQL query, it to search package makes the analysis system can use common connection. According to the size of the intrusion detection system, storage system also has the very big difference, it may be a single data file storage system, may also be a database system for the large-scale intrusion detection system, and it would be possible to configure a data warehouse that is as its storage system.

(4) Rule description
The module uses a rule description language to describe the attack signature and corresponding countermeasures, the language take example by the Snort language grammar. At the same time, the system uses a very flexible, efficient, simple rules of storage, easy to use fast pattern matching detection module, for improving the overall efficiency of IDS play a very important role. System design rules analysis processing algorithm flow is as shown in figure 2:

Fig.2 The process of rules analysis processing algorithm

//NIDS main rule list
typedef struct _RuleListNode
{
    RuleHeadNode *rhnptr; // rule head
    RuleOptNode *ronptr; // rule option
    Int active_ flag; // rule activation marker
    Int rule_ num; // rule number
    Int Ron num; // the number of rules options
    Char *ron_name; //name rule option
    Struct-uleListNode *next;
} RuleListNode;

//NIDS head
typedef struct RuleHeadNode
{
    Int type; / * head type rules (rule action) * /
    Int proto; // protocol type
    IpAddrSet *sip; // * source ip*/
    IpAddrSet *dip; // * to ip*/
    U_int16_t sort; // source port
    U_int16_t dport; // destination port
} RuleHeadNode;

III. THE DESIGN OF INTRUSION DETECTION MODULE

A. Protocol decoding
Purpose of protocol decoding is to get the IDS right intrusion detection. It decode correctly and accurately the TCP/IP protocol, and turn into another kind of code form or data structure that is convenience for intrusion detection.

B. The protocol analysis module
The protocol analysis module is mainly the features of network against shown by the specific attacks. Protocol analysis using high order of the network, and combine high speed packet capture, protocol analysis and command parsing, to rapidly detect a whether attack exists.

C. The data preprocessing module
In the training phase, the data processing module mainly completes the preprocessing of the network training unlabeled data, training data will be numerical value, remove redundant attributes and data storage, as well as to preprocess operations for host the training data, such as data conversion, filter etc..

D. The system response module
Response is response actions when the intrusion detection system detect intrusion behavior. The response of the intrusion detection system is divided into two types of active response and passive response. Analysis of response
technology: response of intrusion detection system is divided into two types of active response and passive response. In active response, intrusion detection system should be able to automatically (or under the control of the user) blocking or influence the attack, and then change the attack process. In a passive attack, intrusion detection system simply reporting and recording the detected problem.

E. The communication between modules

In this module, we mainly use socket communication mechanism and multi thread technology between processes. Communication diagram between modules is shown in Figure 5.

IV. THE WORK FLOW OF SYSTEM

The system can run under the WinXP platform, and provides a friendly user interface for system administrators. The user set the initial value to determine the system working mode. When the system runs, can library function call message mapping mechanism of concrete, so as to complete a series of specific operation. If the current packet conforms to a detection rules specify conditions, mode response system can according to the rules defined and output (Output) initialization definition module, log and report with operation. The concrete work flow chart is as shown in figure 6.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Intrusion detection system is an important safety assistant system, it is an important part of the PPDR model. Intrusion detection is as a proactive security protection technology, provides real-time protection to internal attack, exterior attack and misoperation, which intercept and is response to the intrusion before the network system is endangered. Starting from the three-dimensional depth of network security, multi-level defense point, intrusion detection has attracted high attention. Therefore, this research mainly aims to establish the information security assurance for the enterprise to provide theoretical and technical support system.
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